Development of a dynamic lung phantom for use in lung
ventilation studies
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Introduction

Results

The development of novel lung tracers and delivery devices are complex in their nature requiring strict control over variables to investigate any
hypothesis. One of the most difficult variables to control is a representable patient breath. The recent developments in 3D printing opens new
possibilities to create anatomically and physiologically accurate phantoms for use in nuclear medicine[1]. In this work, we have developed a hollow
dynamic 3D lung phantom that simulates respiration based on anatomical volumes.
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Experimental Setup

2 mm thick hollow model printed using Stratasys
J750 Digital printer with a blend of Agilus30™
Clear and VeroClear™ (Stratasys) material
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Figure 4. Image of phantom setup.
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Figure 1. Dynamic planar data acquired during
ventilation (geometric mean, 10 second
frames, LEHRS collimators, 128 x 128 matrix).

The printed phantom maintained
anatomical shape whilst being fully flexible
and able to simulate a breathing pattern.
Dynamic imaging showed a good ventilation
profile throughout the breathing cycles.
Quantitative SPECTCT showed that 0.7 MBq
of 99mTc was delivered to the lung lobe.
When scaled to represent total lung volume
(right horizontal lobe ~10% of total lung
volume [2]) this represents 7 MBq of
delivered tracer ~40% of the activity
typically used in our institution for
ventilation studies. The dynamic images
showed good ventilation with the aerosol
filling the entire volume. The time activity
curve revealed that a longer nebulisation
period could have increased the delivered
activity and that the tracer was retained.
Most of the tracer settled in the bottom of
the lung since there were no internal
structures.
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• A fully quantitative
SPECT reconstruction
was performed with
standard parameters
to compare output
with typical patient
scans.

Figure 3. SPECTCT acquired 5 mins post ventilation (120 x
16 sec/projection, LEHRS, swift scan, 128 x 128 matrix).

Figure 2. Time activity curve from dynamic planar data showing an increase in activity until
end of ventilation when activity becomes constant.

Conclusion
Anatomically and physiologically accurate lung phantoms can be manufactured using flexible 3D printing materials. Phantoms are
able to simulate inspiration and show the potential for evaluating new tracer and delivery technology outputs. Further work is
required to match patient deposition through the development of flexible 3D printed internal structures.
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